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Introduction
This paper is about…

• …mitigation, not adaptation

• …cost-effectiveness, not efficiency in a broad 
sense (i.e. emphasis is on minimising the cost of any 
given mitigation objective)

• …mitigation instruments, not (much) existing 
policies that distort incentives (e.g. energy 
subsidies, trade policies, legal frameworks)

• …both international and national mitigation 
instruments: emission taxes, permits, R&D and 
technology diffusion policies, command-and-
control instruments



Instrument assessment criteria
A cost-minimising international climate policy 

framework should ideally:

• Equalise marginal abatement costs across all
emission sources 

criterion 1: cost-effective instrument per se

criterion 2: political incentives for adoption

• Foster efficient level of innovation and diffusion of 
clean technology

criterion 3: R&D and diffusion incentives

• Cope effectively with risks and uncertainties

criterion 4: responsiveness to unforeseen 
scientific and technological developments



Market imperfections to be addressed
• marginal abatement cost equalisation:

- Global public good nature of climate

- Imperfect/costly monitoring and enforcement 

- Other information problems (asymmetries)

• R&D and technology diffusion incentives

- Knowledge and adoption spillovers

- Private returns further reduced by political 
uncertainty (time inconsistency, credibility of IPRs)

• Responsiveness to climate and cost developments

- Incompleteness of available information (inter 
alia unknown probability of high-impact event)



• 2 main issues in this paper:

- How do available mitigation instruments perform 
along the 4 assessment criteria? (i.e. to which extent 
do they address market failures involved in each case?)

- Given that no instrument will address all market 
imperfections, how best can different instruments 
be combined?

Objectives of the paper



A. Emission taxes and tradable permits
1. Intrinsic cost effectiveness:

• Yes (“static efficiency”) in the absence of any other 
market failure

2. Adoption and compliance incentives:

• Free-riding problem + competitiveness and 
income distribution concerns = political obstacles

• Permits have a number of advantages over tax:

- Already exist, are spreading rapidly

- Allow some degree of sovereignty to be 
maintained in implementation at local level



A. Emission taxes and tradable permits
2. Adoption and compliance incentives (continued):

• Advantages of permits over a tax:

- Built-in mechanisms to address income distribution 
concerns both across and within countries (permit 
allocation rules) but trade-off with efficiency

- Indirect income transfers may be better accepted

- Competitiveness concerns (sectoral permit trading), 
but trade-off with efficiency and leakage pb remains

- Build up a clear political constituency



A. Emission taxes and tradable permits
3. R&D and technology diffusion incentives:

• appropriate incentives (“dynamic efficiency”) in the 
absence of other market failures

• but general and specific R&D failures not addressed

• Without expected policy adjustments: incentives 
may be lower under permit trading (expected price 
volatility and price decline)

• Allowing for expected policy adjustments: 
difference taxes-permits becomes  unclear as both 
will need to be adjusted



A. Emission taxes and tradable permits
4. Ability to cope effectively with risk and uncertainty:

• Short-run: 

- Certainty about (marginal) costs or emissions

- Taxes > permits  (marginal damage and optimal 
price relatively flat under low GHG []0 levels)

- But price caps/floors and/or banking/borrowing 
can improve the performance of permit trading

• Longer run:

- Both can be fine-tuned but taxes may be stickier

- Trade-off flexibility/predictability? Built-in (ex-
ante) adjustment rules would help



B. Technology-support policies
1. Intrinsic cost-effectiveness: 

• No (do not affect D patterns; cheap abatement 
opportunities today foregone; need to be financed)

2. Adoption and compliance incentives:

• > Price instruments (lower perceived trade-off with 
growth, small and widespread costs, burden-sharing device)

3. R&D and technology diffusion incentives:

• Address specific innovation/diffusion failures

• Time inconsistency advanced commitment?

• Not cost-effective without carbon pricing

4. Ability to cope effectively with risk and uncertainty:

• No (long-run outcomes unknown, lack of responsiveness)



C. Command-and-control instruments
1. Intrinsic cost-effectiveness: 

• No (do not account for abatement cost heterogeneity)

• But can complement price instruments where 
responsiveness to price incentives may be low

• Still, caution is needed: information insts are better 
policy; genuine market failures unclear (transaction 
costs, lack of carbon price); risk of policy failure

2. Adoption and compliance incentives:

• Yes at domestic level (most common form of 
environmental regulation, costs not immediately visible)

• No at international level, at least under stringent 
objectives (no contribution to burden sharing)



C. Command-and-control instruments
3. R&D and technology-adoption incentives:

• < Price instruments (no incentive beyond what is needed 
to comply; bigger issue under technology standards; 
perceived risk of regulatory ratchet)

4. Ability to cope effectively with risk and uncertainty:

• No (long-run outcomes unknown, lack of responsiveness)



How can instruments be best combined?
• Policies can be complementary only if they address 

different market imperfections and/or target groups

• Therefore there may be a case for addressing:

- Environmental externality by applying price 
instrument(s) as broadly as possible

- Innovation/adoption failures through technology-
support policies at world and domestic levels

- Information failures through careful use of 
domestic CAC and information instruments

• Incomplete coverage of price instruments reinforces 
the (second-best) case for other policies

• Need to reform policies that raise emissions or costs 
(energy and trade policies, legal frameworks)



Policy overlaps
• Policy instruments overlap if they address same 

market imperfections and/or same target groups

• Risks of overlap are increasing

• Examples:

- Same emission sources (directly or indirectly) 
covered by permits and tax (1 instrument redundant)

- Same emission sources covered by economy-wide 
permit scheme and international cap-and-trade at 
sectoral level (emissions priced once, twice or unpriced)

- Carbon price and other instrument (energy 
efficiency standards, renewable energy obligations) 
to address only environmental externality



Thank you
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